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## Borrowing by Patron Type

**November 2006**

**Lending Libraries**

| Patron Type                      | Brown Faculty | Brown Graduate | Brown Other Eligible | Brown Staff | Brown Undergrad | Bryant Faculty | Bryant Grad. Student | Bryant Other | Butler | CCRI Adjunct Fac. | CCRI Faculty | CCRI Staff | CCRI Student | CVS Medical | CVS Resident | CVS Teacher | CVS Trainee | CVS Student | CVS Undergrad | CVS Total |
|----------------------------------|---------------|----------------|----------------------|------------|-----------------|---------------|--------------------|--------------|--------|------------------|-------------|------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|--------------|----------|
| Total                            | 205           | 385            | 33                   | 269        | 6               | 7             | 2                  | 2            | 933    | 926              | 7           | 640        | 586         | 1           | 1290        | 3          | 644         | 6110        |

### Notes
- Totals may not sum due to rounding.
- Some libraries may have reported borrowing data in a different format or with different columns.
- The data is organized by patron type and library, with total borrowing counts for each category.